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®

Connect a Smartphone, Tablet or other MHL Enabled Device to an HDTV

The MHL to HDMI® adapter is ideal for connecting your tablet, smartphone or other MHL 
enabled devices to an HDTV using your HDMI cable.  This adapter transmits both audio and
video, so now you can view your pictures, watch movies or listen to music on an HDMI supported TV or home theater system.*

Designed For Use With Mobile Device Featuring MHL Technology

MHL™ to HDMI® Adapter

Featuring Mobile High-De�nition Link version 1.2 technology, this MHL to HDMI adapter easily connects to the USB Micro-B port of 
an MHL enabled device. Use your HDMI cable to connect the MHL to HDMI adapter to an HDTV or an HDMI home theater system.  
The MHL to HDMI adapter features a USB Micro-B (female) power input.  Connect the charger supplied with your mobile device or 
other USB power source to the MHL adapter to supply the required power.

The MHL adapter supports CEC and Remote Control Protocol (RCP).  Now you can control your MHL device using your TV’s remote 
control.  Pause, stop or adjust the volume of a video, music or game with a push of a button. 

Note: The CEC/RCP feature is dependant on the TV’s support of the CEC function.  Not all TV’s support CEC or some TV’s have limited 
CEC support. 

Watch videos, view pictures or listen to your music on an 
HDMI TV or home theater system

Supports HD video resolutions and audio formats including  
1080p video and digital audio

Includes power port to power your mobile device while in use

Features Remote Control Protocol (RCP) - Control with 
TV’s remote
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High-Quality Components and Construction 
Ensure Optimum Performance and Reliability
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MHL to HDMI Adapter  

HDMI Supported 
Display or Other Device

MHL Enabled Smartphone,
Tablet or Other Device

*Subject to the capability of your connected devices

Your HDMI Cable

Your Devices AC Charger 
or a USB Charger
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